THIRTY-THIRD ANNUAL MEETING OF THE SOUTHEAST WORLD HISTORY ASSOCIATION

OCTOBER 22–23, 2021

Virtual Conference

CRISIS AND RECOVERY IN WORLD HISTORY
FRIDAY, October 22, 2021

9:00 – 10:00 – Opening Keynote Address

Session Link: https://atu.webex.com/atu/onstage/g.php?MTID=e501418f1949e37ad508e9536cd6f999c
Event number: 2463 535 8693
Event password: SEWHA2021

Economic Crises and Structural Change in Historical Perspective: How Much Can We Only Apprehend in Retrospect?
D’Maris Coffman,
Professor of Economics and Finance of the Built Environment
Director, Bartlett School of Sustainable Construction
University College London

Sponsored by the World History Bulletin.

10:15 – 11:30 – Panel One

Session Link: https://atu.webex.com/atu/onstage/g.php?MTID=ea0a1aaa38fb1dac541b35f6cd7333183
Event number: 2457 166 1208
Event password: SEWHA2021

Banana Crises: A Local and Global Approach to the End of the Gros Michel Era in Colonial Jamaica, 1939–1952
Matt Plishka
University of Pittsburgh

Bubonic Plague and the Colonial Origins of Nairobi’s Racial Divide, 1895–1914
Catherine Odari
Spelman College

Environmental Refugees: An Impending Global Crisis
Pinaki Chandra Satadru Bhattacharyya
University of Delhi Ambedkar University Delhi
12:30 – 1:45 – Panel Two

Session Link: https://atu.webex.com/atu/onstage/g.php?MTID=e87e2572e7e1a5211cd948b300228eff0
Event number: 2452 321 5716
Event password: SEWHA2021

From Jikji to Gutenberg: Searching for the Origins of the Printing Revolution
Michael Seth
James Madison University

Crisis in East Asian Buddhism: The Mongol disruption of Japanese Buddhist transmission
Anthony W. Baker
Cincinnati State University and the University of Memphis

Climate Crisis as Comparative World History: An Experimental Course Linking Antiquity, the Medieval Period, and the Seventeenth Century
John Curry
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

2:00 – 3:15 – Panel Three

Session Link: https://atu.webex.com/atu/onstage/g.php?MTID=e385bebd7349d6080f3f23f9baa9dde86
Event number: 2455 838 9276
Event password: SEWHA2021

Crisis of Democracy: Weighing the Efficacy of Political Violence in Weimar Germany, 1919–1933
Douglas McGetchin
Florida Atlantic University

“Uncasting” the Die: An Argument for Abandoning the 2019 Caesar Syrian Protection Act
Nicholas L. Rummell
Pellissippi State Community

Reverse Chain Migration – US to Mexico to China
Dorothea Hoffman
Appalachian State University

Post-Pandemic Pedagogy: A Hybrid Structured-Flexible Approach to the World History Survey
John I. Brooks III
Fayetteville State University
3:30 – 4:45 – Panel Four

Session Link: https://atu.webex.com/atu/onstage/g.php?MTID=eda04b28d721bec17d85c48d5fc062c4e
Event number: 2460 931 1250
Event password: SEWHA2021

Bhutan’s Role in Mitigating the Cold War crisis in South Asia
Aritra De
Texas Tech University

Cold War in South Asia: The Struggle for the Birth of Bangladesh
Nabanipa Majumder
Texas Tech University

Negotiating the Crisis of Citizenship in Assam against the Backdrop of the National Register of Citizens
Debasreeta Deb
University of Otago, New Zealand

From a Response to Crisis to a Development Tool: Portugal in the International Search for Development Administrations (1950–1974)
Ana Carina Azevedo
Nova University Lisbon and University of Coimbra
SATURDAY, October 22, 2021

9:00 – 10:15 – Panel Five: New Perspectives on Global Maritime History

Session Link: https://atu.webex.com/atu/onstage/g.php?MTID=e3c295a764b6a4d0e54e5a1606b56b481
Event number: 2451 166 0534
Event password: SEWHA2021

Eric Oakley
Kennesaw State University

Jeremy Land
University of Helsinki

Ghulam Nadri
Georgia State University

Sarah Ward
Dalian Maritime University

10:30 – 11:45 – Panel Six: Roundtable Discussion

Session Link: https://atu.webex.com/atu/onstage/g.php?MTID=e07868252974d19b50a42f5a2c42924d0
Event number: 2468 646 9146
Event password: SEWHA2021

A Turbulent Trip to the Past: Challenges and Successes of Implementing a Course in World History Amid a Global Pandemic
Helen Kaibara (Jacksonville State University); Lance Ingwersen (Jacksonville State University); Karlie Johnson (Jacksonville State University); Jimmy Triplett (Jacksonville State University); Cheyenne Strickland (Brandeis University; Berman Museum of World History in Anniston, AL); Rebecca Mendelsohn (Colgate University)

12:15 – 12:30 – SEWHA Executive Council Meeting

1:00 – 1:45 – SEWHA Business Meeting (Open to All)

Session Link: https://atu.webex.com/atu/onstage/g.php?MTID=ed78f0519a5f475502a046e83f17fbc78
Event number: 2451 220 3787
Event password: SEWHA2021
2:00 – 3:00 – Concluding Keynote Address

Session Link: https://atu.webex.com/atu/onstage/g.php?MTID=ee5d9e5172e487aa4fed65ea846f89bd6
Event number: 2455 193 2698
Event password: SEWHA2021

Colonization of Distance

Dr. Jonathan Reynolds,
Regents Professor of History at Northern Kentucky University and Vice President of the World History Association.

Sponsored by the World History Bulletin.

World History Bulletin

3:00 – 3:15 – Wrap-Up by SEWHA President Nick Di Liberto

Session Link: https://atu.webex.com/atu/onstage/g.php?MTID=e4cba1000f618d95e848da9d940977c7a
Event number: 2452 890 8198
Event password: SEWHA2021